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Runtime:43 min2018 -    2023 (Ended)
Genres:Fantasy
Network:Netflix
Manifest is an American fantasy series which aired on Netflix (previously on NBC). The series premiered on 24 September 2018.
 
 When Montego Air Flight 828 landed safely after a turbulent but routine flight, the crew and passengers were relieved. Yet in the span of those few hours, the world had aged five years and their friends, families and colleagues, after mourning their loss, had given up hope and moved on. Now, faced with the impossible, they're all given a second chance. But as their new realities become clear, a deeper mystery unfolds and some of the returned passengers soon realize they may be meant for something greater than they ever thought possible.
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Michaela Stone
Melissa Roxburgh
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Ben Stone
Josh Dallas
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Saanvi Bahl
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Jared Vasquez
J.R. Ramirez
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Cal Stone
Jack Messina
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Manifest - First episode
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Friday is the perfect day to see which series were the most popular on myseries this past week. So if you think some of them might be interesting, you can start watching them right away this weekend. So here we go:...
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Friday is the perfect day to see which series were the most popular on myseries this past week. So if you think some of them might be interesting, you can start watching them right away this weekend. So here we go:...

23 Jun 2023
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Series of the year election 2023 - June 2023 poll

Since 2012, MySeries has held a series of the year election every year. Every year our fantastic writers nominate ten series in fifteen categories. But every single year there is always that one category where people just aren't satisfied.
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